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Abstract 

Purpose:

Propose  an  innovative  concept  of  simultaneous  beam delivery  to  several  hadrontherapy  treatment 

rooms,  based  on  a  technology  of  multiple-extraction  fixed-field  synchrotron  accelerator,  and  on 

adapted hospital architecture. This concept will reduce treatment cost, bring it closer to  conventional 

X-ray cost, making hadronthrapy  accessible to greater number of patients.

Materials and Methods

Based  on  fixed-field  alternating-gradient  accelerators  (FFAG)  specificities,  a  hadrontherapy  center 

exploiting multiple  extraction,  can be devised.  The accelerator  is  located underneath the treatment 

rooms, themselves arranged in a cylindrical-symmetry layout. Patient preparation and medical areas are 

fitted into the upper floor, in the central area of the building and between the treatment rooms.

In any treatment room, beam is delivered independently of, and simultaneously with, the other rooms, 

at typically 100 Hz rate, ensuring 5 Gy/minute delivery. 

Results

The  FFAG-based  hospital  building  is  estimated  to  20  MEuro  (20%  lower  than  a  comparative, 

conventional rectangular layout),  for 6500 m2 overall  surface and assuming 5 bunkers, including 4 

gantries and a fixed-beam room. With 14 hours dayly for treatment and allowing a conventional 22 

minutes per fraction, treatment capacity is 36% higher than in a classical 5-room proton installation 

based on a single extraction beam line and on sequential beam delivery. Compared to the latter, the 

present  innovative  structure  allows  three  times  the  number  of  patients  per  full  time  employee.  A 

medico-economical study and comparison with published state-of-art  hadrontherapy center costings 
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was conducted and yielded decrease of treatment cost by close to a factor 2. 

Conclusion 

The innovative  concept  proposed reduces  investments,  operational  costs  and treatment  cost,  hence 

enhancing economical  effectiveness  of  the  hadrontherapy  method,  thus  allowing  larger  number  of 

patient treatment per year, and fostering the development and affordability of hadrontherapy.

Key words: FFAG, spiral scaling FFAG, fixed field accelerator, medical accelerator, hadrontherapy, 

dose escalation.
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1 Introduction 

Hadrontherapy  nowadays  is  based  on  the  use  of  synchrotron  or  cyclotron  accelerators.  However, 

potential  and interest  of  fixed-field alternating gradient  accelerators  (FFAG) in this  application,  in 

many aspects of which various will be recalled here, have been demonstrated in dedicated studies [1,2]. 

The  FFAG method  [3]  in  particular  allows  simultaneous  extraction  with  high-repetition  rate  from 

multiple extraction ports, using appropriate RF systems [4,5]. 

Based on the specificities of the FFAG technology, the principles of a hadrontherapy treatment center 

that would exploit multiple, simultaneous extraction, can be devised [6]. The present report addresses 

and briefly discusses the various aspects and the potential  advantages of such layout,  compared to 

typical most recent hadrontherapy installations. 

In particular, Section 2 discusses the present state-of-the-art in the domain of the dedicated accelerator, 

Section 3 describes the multiple-extraction FFAG capable of high repetition rate, simultaneous beam 

delivery in a number of treatment rooms, Section 4 presents an optimized scheme of a treatment center 

based on the cylindrically symmetric arrangement of the accelerator installation, Section 5 discusses 

the trends that these two innovative concepts (namely, a parallel multi-port beam delivery accelerator 

and the cylindrically symmetric architecture in which it fits) bring in terms of economical impact on the 

cost of a treatment session.  

This short report does not intend to be an fully achieved demonstration, it is rather intended as a guide 

through the concepts so introduced and in the discussion of their possible medico-economical impact. 
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Nevertheless,  much  details  regarding  the  accelerator  technology  can  be  found  on  the  site  of  the 

RACCAM  project  [7]  (a  project  funded  by  the  French  National  Research  Agency).  Documents 

regarding the detailed costing study can also be found on that very site. Note as well that, the principles 

developed here concern a proton based installation, yet they can be extended to a compact Carbon 

FFAG ring with like properties.  A proton installation could in  addition be seen as  a  first  stage in 

developing a ion treatment center, where the proton ring could serve as an injector in the Carbon ring. 

On the other hand, the interested reader may also refer to detailed comparisons between the existing 

technologies :  cyclotron,  synchrotron,  linear  accelerator,  FFAG, including costing consideration,  as 

these  have been subject  to  extensive discussions  during the  FFAG2010 workshop [7,  “Documents 

Techniques" link]. A detailed costing of the particular FFAG installation addressed in this report can be 

found on RACCAM web site [7, “Documents Techniques"]. Let us add also that it is not the goal of 

this  paper  to  discuss  other  aspects  and possible  impact  on  installation  costs  as  beam lines,  beam 

manipulation methods and other gantries, the principles of multi-port simultaneous beam delivery as 

introduced here being to a large extent decoupled from these preoccupations (indeed, as a matter of 

fact,  in the principle scheme of an hospital  layout introduced below, impact on costing assumes 4 

regular gantry systems in 4 rooms on a total of 5). 

2 State-of-the-art 

The use of hadron beams for radiotherapy has been proposed in 1946 [8]. The technique leans on the 

property of the “Bragg peak” which allows 3-dimensional conformal irradiation and depth tracking of 

motion, whereas the dimensioning of the accelerator (its energy) and of its housing installation are 
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directly related to the Bragg peak depth sought. 

A scheme of a typical state-of-the-art protontherapy installation is displayed in Fig. 1. The accelerator 

(a pulsed synchrotron on this scheme, but more often a cyclotron), features a single extraction beam 

line, which splits towards several treatment rooms further down the line. More than a single extraction 

port from synchrotrons or cyclotrons is hardly feasible, due to the technological difficulty on the one 

hand, and due on the other hand to the lack of interest given the limited average intensity delivered by 

synchrotrons  and  to  the  high  extraction  losses  of  cyclotrons.  Cyclotrons  in  addition  would  most 

ineffectively require a radiation prone energy selection system in a concrete bunker at each extraction 

line. 

The following describes how the FFAG method allows overcoming various critical limitations of the 

synchrotron and cyclotron technologies in  the hadrontherapy application,  and devising an effective 

treatment area layout. 

3 A hadrontherapy installation based on the FFAG method 

The implementation of the principles introduced here is based on scaling FFAG methods as produced 

by former RACCAM [1,8] and KEK [9] studies, however they can be extended to non-scaling FFAG 

designs as presently studied elsewhere [10]. Fixed-field accelerator lattice design methods and magnet 

technologies will not be discussed here, however details can be found in dedicated studies [11,12]. 

Various techniques for cycle-to-cycle energy variation, a strong argument in the medical application of 
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the FFAG technology, have also been studied elsewhere [1,9] and will only shortly be addressed, where 

relevant, here. 

An FFAG ring can be equipped with N extraction systems, distributed around the ring, Fig. 2. Given an 

acceleration cycle with repetition rate rr, it results that the N beam lines (and treatment rooms) can 

deliver beam in a quasi simultaneously way from user’s viewpoint, at an average rate for instance of 

rr/N , in a practical manner in the 100 Hz range (synchro-cyclotrons commonly work in the several 100 

Hz range), thus allowing 2 Gy par minute dose delivery (nowadays standard) and more, depending on 

the intensity provided by the FFAG injector system [1], would dose escalation be required in the future. 

In order to achieve the high-repetition rate necessary, the FFAG ring is equipped with a sufficiently 

powerful radio-frequency (RF) acceleration system. Such RF systems with large radial extent and high-

gradient  magnet-core  technology have been designed for  and experimented earlier  on a  150 MeV 

proton FFAGs [9]. An N-extraction source with about 100 Hz repetition rate per port would require 

several accelerating gaps, distributed around the ring. 

Fast, single turn extraction can be used, allowing bunch-to-pixel type of scanning, following modern 

developing standards. Kicker-septum extraction assembly has been experimented [9] and has proven to 

be  appropriate  in  medical  application,  whereas  specific  design  studies  have  demonstrated  the 

technological feasibility using spiral FFAG lattice [1]. Multiple-kicker extraction would further bring 

the capability of variable energy extraction (amongst other methods of cycle-to-cycle variable energy 

working regimes, see Ref. [1]) : while the accelerated beam spirals outwards, by synchronizing the 

extraction kicker on the turn number then extraction energy can be selected. About 50 MeV energy 

range is feasible. Energy resolution is determined by the acceleration rate, namely a few keV per turn 
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for 2 Gy/minute delivery, which means energy steps with typical dE/E< 10−3, compatible with required 

resolution  on Bragg peak depth  in  medical  applications.  Such synchronized  double-kicker+septum 

system has been installed and is routinely used in the EMMA experimental non-scaling FFAG [13]. 

4 A dedicated treatment center 

A possible scheme of a dedicated treatment center, taking profit of the N -port simultaneous extraction, 

is shown in Figs. 3, 4. The cylindrical symmetry of the building is adapted to that of the accelerator 

system. Each beam line out of the FFAG ring is directed to a treatment room, where beam can be 

delivered independently of the other rooms at a rate of typically 100 Hz, thus ensuring 2 Gy/minute 

delivery and beyond. 

The FFAG ring is located in the basement of the building, Fig.4. The beam lines have vertical deviation 

so to reach the horizontal level on the upper floor. Patient preparation rooms and other medical and 

administrative premises are fitted into this layout, in the central area of the building as well as between 

the treatment rooms. Potential advantages of the N -extraction polygonal arrangement of the beam ex- 

traction and delivery, compared to classical rectangular layout (Fig. 1), are many-fold, as : 

- allowing quasi-simultaneous beam delivery in all treatment rooms, 

- potentially resulting in more treatments 

- and in higher availability of beam time for the patient, as is the trend nowadays (in view of in-situ 

imaging or beam time consuming gating methods, for instance), 

- allowing beam time in dedicated room for R&D programs as radiobiology, accelerator and beam 
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physics, beam manipulation R&D, 

-  minimizing  the  building  and architectural  surfaces  as  well  as  the  distances  between  the  various 

medical zones, 

- thus minimizing the distances to be covered by patients and the medical staff, 

- minimizing manpower needed to operate the treatment center, 

- reducing the building construction and operation costs, 

- improving various architectural aspects as lighting, radiation shielding, etc. 

These considerations meet the requirement of reducing the treatment cost, so to bring it closer to that of 

the (X-ray) Intensity Modulated Radio-Therapy (IMRT) and to improve the economical effectiveness 

of the hadrontherapy method. 

5 Economical impact 

A detailed medico-economical study of an FFAG-based hospital and an estimate of its impact on the 

cost of a treatment session has been performed recently, based on costings regarding the accelerator, its 

beam lines and the necessary medical equipments [14], the investment costs in the building and its 

operation  [15],  and  using  a  medico-economical  model  built  for  that  purpose  [16].  This  study  is 

presently subject to publication as a review article. The main aspects and outcomes are summarized in 

the following. 

Operational cost
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A hadrontherapy center is generally equipped with N = 2 to N = 4 treatment rooms (called bunkers in 

the following) which are continuously operated over a given number of hours per day (tday). While the 

beam is delivered in a bunker, simultaneously in the other treatment rooms time is devoted to patient 

preparation and after-treatment room reconditionning. 

In  case the total  time for  the sequential  treatments  is  longer  than the sum of  the preparation and 

reconditioning time, each bunker is affected by a dead-time, quantified by the bunker occupation rate 

BOR = (tprep + ttreat + trec) / (N × ttreat) 

(in the numerical examples here, we consider preparation stage tprep ≈ 8 min, treatment stage ttreat ≈ 7 

min, patient reconditioning stage trec ≈ 7 min, for a total ≈ 22 minutes reference session duration). This 

indicator is 100 % for a classic center with 3 bunkers, and decreases from 4 bunkers on. A bunker 

working rate “WR” can also be defined, allowing for quality control,  maintenance and breakdown 

periods, etc., and yields the average daily capacity, 

Nday = N × BOR × WR × tday / (tprep + ttreat + trec)    (2)

Estimates  so  obtained  are  represented  in  Fig.  6  for  tday =  14  hours  daily  treatment  time.  For  the 

considered 22 minutes session time, a sequential organization reaches its maximal capacity with four 

bunkers and BOR ≈ 92 %. Beyond four bunkers the BOR decreases (Fig. 8). The present FFAG-based 

scheme assumes simultaneous beam delivery to the N bunkers, allowing BOR ≈ 100 % whatever N. 

Treatment capacity is then 36 % higher, and increases linearly with the number of bunkers. 
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A medico-economical model of the operational cost has been built [16] and validated against a series of 

published models of both IMRT and protontherapy center costings [17–19], yielding a benchmarking 

mutual agreement within a few % on several cases of session costing. The estimates addressed below 

are based on this “home-made” model. 

The FFAG-based hospital building is estimated to 20 MEuro, with a surface of 6500 m2 . With the most 

recent parameters [18], and assuming 5 bunkers and a conventional sequential delivery, the cost of a 

session would be 650 Euro, due essentially to the circular organization of the patient flow (instead of 

750 Euro as in a classical proton installation, Fig. 1). However the FFAG-based multi-port parallel 

beam delivery allows substantial additional optimizations leaning on

- increase of treatment capacity, 

- low cost of machine installation and operation, 

- smaller surface of the treatment areas compared to nowadays layouts, 

- optimized organization of hospital operation close to a X-ray radiotherapy center, namely toward 30-

50 patients per full-time equivalent personnel (FTE) [17,18,19]. 

The medico-economical study performed indicates that he reduction in cost ranges from 36 % for 30 

patients/FTE to 48 % for an IMRT-like 56 patients/FTE ratio, which could be regarded as an achievable 

goal given the multi-port, parallel beam delivery.

These costs are given as indicative figures, and should not be taken in an absolute manner. What has to 

be considered rather, is the relative decrease in cost introduced by the concepts introduced here. 

6 Conclusion 
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The multi-port, parallel beam delivery FFAG ring technique on the one hand, and the treatment area 

layout  described on the  other  hand,  can  be  applied,  mutatis  mutandis,  to  a  carbon installation.  In 

particular an accelerator providing about 30 cm Bragg peak depth (about 430 MeV/u), together with its 

FFAG injector (about 60 MeV/u carbon, 230 MeV proton) would fit into the ground floor room as 

schemed in Figs. 3, 4.
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Figure captions 

Fig.1.  Typical  layout  of  a  state-of-art  hadrontherapy installation -  here Loma Linda, USA,  proton  

beams. Typical size of the building 45 × 85 meters. 

Fig. 2. An FFAG ring with five extraction ports, liable to deliver proton beams to five independent  

treatment rooms simultaneously. Diameter of the ring is 8 meters. 

Fig. 3. A top view of a hadrontherapy treatment center with five rooms, exploiting a 2π/N symmetry  

which the FFAG method allows. The FFAG ring is located in the basement of the building, visible in  

the center part in the layout. 

Fig. 4. A cross-sectional view of the polygonal layout hadrontherapy installation, with the FFAG ring  

on the underground floor, and treatment and medical areas on the ground floor. The footprints of both a  

proton FFAG (8 meter diameter) and a Carbon FFAG (15 meter diameter) are shown in the central  

part. 

Fig. 5. Planning of treatment sessions based on 4 rooms (“salle 1, …, salle 4” on the figure) in a  

sequential (top) and in a parallel (bottom) beam delivery scheme. 

Fig. 6. Treatment capacity (sessions per day) in a classical sequential beam delivery for reference  

(“REF”  curve),  and  in  three  different  operational  modes  of  the  FFAG-based  installation  :  fully  
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sequential with a regular 17 patients/FTE (1), fully parallel with an intermadiate 30 patients/FTE (2),  

fully parallel with 56 patients/FTE as achieved in X-Ray therapy centers (3). 
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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